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Wednesday, September 18, 1985

Candidates f.or Albuquerque city may.or met in a
f.orurn sp.ons.ored by
ASUNM and the Student
Bar Association Tuesday.
Photos page 6.

National Ranking

UNM Libraries Drop
By Ben Neary

Jane Bergquist, ,;oordinator for the Committee for Hospitality for Central Ameri~:an Re·
fugees, New Mexico Conferences of Churches, answers questions from faculty and others
concerning topics on Central America. These included the El Salvadoran refugee problem,
the current U.S. military involvement in Honduras, and the state of the Sandinista government and its people.

The University of New Mexico's
General Library has dropped 10
notches against major university libraries around the country in the last
five years, and UNM's assistant
dean for collection development
blames inadequate funding.
The Association of Research Libraries ranked UNM .number 87 of
10 l libraries listed for fiscal year
1980-81. The latest statistics, released this year for fiscal 1983-84,
rank UNM number 97 out of 104
libraries.
1
'The ARL is a group of more than
100 of the top academic research
libraries in the country,'' Assistant
Deall Jeanne Sohn said. ''A research
library supports programs at the
doctorate level and also supports intensive faculty research.
''There are several reasons why
UNM has fallen," Sohn said.
"ARL has gotten additional members and some of these members
have fairly substantial collections.
So, new members coming in at a
higher rank have dropped UNM."

City Mayoral Ca·ndidates Address Issues
By David Gomez
Trading barbs amidst a discussion
of issues concerning University of
New Mexico students, the eight city
mayoral candidates presented thier
ideas on the future and government
of Albuquerque at a forum Tuesday
night.
"Is Ken Schultz running? My!"
said candidate AI Love, Oem., upon
spotting a dozen or so yellow
"Schultz for Mayor" signs scattered among the crowd of about I00.
Bill Mueller, Rep., and Gordon
Sanders, Rep., each spent a few minutes before theforum alone at sepa•
rate ends of the long table studying
papers they brought with them.
The forum's sponsors posed two
questions to the panel of seven men
and one woman. The first question
sought the candidates' positions on a
new community college for Albuquerque; and the second, on city~

University: cooperation, to deter•
mine ifthe practice offunding a specifically designated faculty position
at UNM would continue.
Most candidates supported the
concept of a new community college
for Albuquerque. Jim Baca, Dem.,
and Sanders were opposed; Baca
saying the funding of such an institution would drain resources that
might normally go to UNM. "What
yo11 would have ar~ two very poor
institutions instead of one excellent
University," he said.
Although each candidate had a
different proposal for funding a new
community college, all but Mueller
said the Legislature could not be
counted on for the needed money.
No one favored the building of a new
campus for the school.
All candidates said they favored
city-University cooperation in
general, but said the allocation of
funds for faculty positions should be

do.ne with discretion. The city last
year gave the University $300,000
to endow a chair in microelectronics
as part of the package that attracted
Monolithic Memories, a microchip
manufacturer, to Albuquerque.
After the intermission a member
of the audience asked wbat tbe individual candidates' visions of growth
were.
The candidates spoke of controlled, "quality" growth for the city
with each having their own vision of
what was needed for Albuquerque.
Love and Millie Santillanes,
Rep., wanted a beautiful, 1and·
scaped city; withSantillanes proposing to develop the Rio Grande as a
resource. Ken Schultz, Dem., said
annexation policies had to be looked

at: Baca said the city should sell itself, at the same time, to both the
Legislature and businesses seeking
relocation.
Sanders wanted public enterprise
to take over some city services.
Frank Martinez, Dem., wanted a development fund, and said the city
had accepted minimum standards in
development for too long. Harry
Kinney, Rep., wanted to keep city.
growth down to a 1'manageable"
annual rate of 1.5 percent and let the
suburban bedroom communities develop. Mueller said tbe suburbs
came into being in the first place
because of lack of competitive de·
velopment policies in the city.

continued on page 7

However, the ARL has only
added four new schools in the last
five years and UNM has fallen I 0
pli!ces. "Obviously those four new
schools don't account for all of it,"
Sohn said.
''Other Jibrades have gotten substantial increases in their overnll
operating budgets and in their materials budgets," Sohn continued.
''So that money is going to mean
that UNM is going to drop down."
In her evaluations, Sohn doesn't
compare UNM to the real
heavyweights in the research library
rin~. ''Harvard is the preeminant research library in the country," she
said. "(It's) the biggest and the one
that spends the most money. We're
not pretending that we're a Harvard
or a Berkeley, or even a Texas or an
Arizona.
•'A fairer estimate would be
something like Colorado. The University of Colorado is the main statefunded school, as is UNM," Sohn
said. "So you would assume funding would be comparable.'' Colorado is ranked number 77, with nearly
$2 million spent on its library, compared to UNM's $1.6 million.
Money comes to UNM's General
Library (which includes Zimmerman Library, the Fine Arts Library,
Parish, the business library, and
Tireman, UNM's education library)
from the University provost. The
state Legislature determines what
percentage of the University budget
goes into the library system,
However sometimes UNM administrators pump additi.pnal . money
into the library system. ''The University administration has been marvelous in terms of providing the library with additional money from the
State Land Permanent Fund," Sohn
said. "So essentially we have no
complaint with the University's sup-

continued on page 3

Randall Decision Deferred
By David Morton
The decision on whether author
and University of New Mexico pro~
fessor Margaret Randall will be
granted permanent U.S. resident
status has been postponed and transferred to the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service office in El
Paso, Texas..
...
Michael Maggio, a Washington,
D.C. 1 attorney who is handling Rail&
dalt's case, said last week that INS
officials told him the decision would
take an additional two weeks.
"l think ies going to be within a
month, but who knows with INS,"
Maggio said.
... .
Expected last Wednesday, .the decision was postponed and transfer·
red from James B. Lucas, INS offic·
er in charge ill Albuquerque, to INS
District Director A. H. Giugni in El
Paso, after INS discovered an "old·
er file" on Randall, Maggio said,
the El Past.:l office oversees INS in
Albuquerque.
. . . . ..
•'I think the reason for the transfer

and the delay is because this is a high
profile case with broad implications,
and Mr. Lucas wants to make sure
his superiors are in accord with what
he thittks," said Maggio.
After several phone calls •. Giugni
and Lucas could not be reached
Tuesday for comment
Randall's case has been pending
for almost 16 months. Most INS
cases take 60 days. Randall said in
an earlier New MexiCo Daily Lobo
article that she fears INS will deny
her U.S. residency because of her
affiliations with Marxists and com·
monists while living and working in
Mexico, Cuba and Nicaragua,
Under the exclusionary provi·
sions of U.S. immigration law, fore~
igners who have been members of,
or affiliated with, communist orga·
nizations can be denied entry into
the United States. Foreigners whose In an sHort to develop better skills at communicating in sign language, l.ori Wheatev and
works advocate communism, Dean Hamilton practice an exercise whereby each must conStruct the exact same object with
anarchism or opposition to orga• Tinker Toys. They must describe how to put the pieces together through hand motions and
nized government may also be de·

facial elrpressions only.

continued on page 3
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First Peace Studies Forum Set
By D11vid Gomez
University of New Mexico biology Professor flerb Grover will present a talk to the first faculty forum
on the propose!! Peace Studies program Thursday afternoon in Ortega
Hall.
Grover will speak on new re,
search on the environmental effects
of nuclear war and "the precarious
condition of the human endevor."
Fac!l)ty members will also discuss
adding Peace Studies to the present

Federal Racketeering Trial Continues
SEATILE- Members of a tight·
ly organized nco-Nazi gang spent
$100,000 on a plan to develop laser
weapons and a thought-control system as part of a plot to take over the
U.S. govemment, a former member
of the group tcstifjed Tuesday.
Denver Daw Pannenter, in his
third day of testimony in the federal
racketeering trial of 10 white supremacists, also said members of The
Order, a neo-Nazi group formed to
foment right-wing revolution, were
commanded to "inflict maximum
damage to the Zionist Occupation
Government'' if they were
threatened.
The phrase was The Order's way
of describing the U.S, govemment,
which the group considered to be
controlled by Jews and liberal sympathizers, he said.
Parmenter, who pleaded guilty to
racketeering charges, is cooperating
with federal authorities in the trial of
10 members of The Order, a violent
offshoot of the Aryan Nations
Church of Hayden Lake, Idaho. The
10 are being tried on racketeering
charges involving allegations of
murders, robberies, counterfeiting
and weapons violations.
Parmenter described several
handouts distributed by- Robert
Mathews, leader of the group, in
October 1984. The memoranda gave
detailed instructions about opera·
tions of what he called the
"Brudcrschwcigcn," a new name
for right-wing hate organization.
Malhews said any members that
survi vcd if The Order somehow
were attacked or disbanded were to
"strike back in a well thought out
manner that would inflict maximum
damagetoZOG- goforthebrain,
not for the throat. Get many bastards
with one stone," Parmenter testified.
As pa11 of a plan to rid the govern-

ment of Jews and "white traitors,"
the gang paid Spokane resident Dan
Bauer $100,000 to rncet with "high·
tvch scientists to develop weapons
for The Order," Parmenter said.
He said Bauer proposed the group
obtai.n false identification for unnamed scientists who could develop
"laser weapons (and) thoughtcontrol weapons The Order could

use."
"They (the seicn,tists) would try
to provide the group with these advanced types of weapons,'' Parmenter said.
Mathews' rules also said all members of the group should carry a set
of false indentification papers and
$500 for emergencies. Any member
found to have failed to do so would
face a $500 fine, Parmenter said.
Mathew's lengthy memo said it
would be a "great struggle" to create an Aryan society, "but, as long
as one member of The Order is alive,
The Order lives. Hail victory,'' testified Parmenter.
Mathews bumed to death during a
36-hour standoff with. the FBI at his
Whidbey Island hideout in Puget
Sound in December 1984.
Parmenter said a deepening split
threatened the group as Bruce Carroll Pierce, one of the lO defendants,
challenged Mathews for having too
much control over the organization.
Parmenter identified Pierce as the
triggerman in the June 1984
machine-gun killing of Denver radio
talk show host Alan Berg. He identified other members of the hit team as
Richard Scutari, who remains at
large: Mathews, who was killed in a
fiery standoff with the FBI in De·
ccmber on Whidbey Island in Puget
Sound near Seattle; and David Lane,
who is on trial.
The split in The Order deepened
when it was discovered Mathews
had dropped a pistol in a Brink's

armored car that band members robbed of $3.6 million ncar Ukiah,
Calif., in July 1984, Parmenter testified.
Pierce angered group members
when he took ''an inordinate amount
of money"- $100,000- from
the robbery loot, Parmenter said,
orne of the money - between
250,000 and $500,000- was
I onated to other white supremacist
groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan
and the National Alliance, based in
Arlington, Va,, Parmenter said. He
said key members of The Order,
who called themselves the "Inner
Circle,'' tried to settle the leadership
dispute by reshuffling responsibility
so Pierce would be in charge of planning robberies, one of The Or!ler's.
prime ways of raising funds for it$
white supremacist plots,

~

continued from page 1
port of the library."
B11t that
doesn't mean there are no complaints. "I' think in terms of educational priorities, this state hasn't
been as generous as it might be,"
Sohn said. "Some states have .been
getting 10 percent increases every
year and we continue getting some·
thing like a 4 percent or 5 percent
increase.
"We're falling behind in purchas·
ing power, there's no question about
that," Sohn said. "( see us drifting
along in a kind of morass."
Drifting in a morass is bad for
business. "If you talk to some faculty, they don't think that UNM's a
serious insti(ution right now in terms
of being a research institution,"
Sohn said. "I really do think we're

MEXICQ ct't~

~- MexiCil
celel)rated th!} l75tb anniVetllary
of its independence from Spain
with it~ tradi!iQoai ''grlto'' ot
"shout," a three-hour military
parl.lde through Mexico City and
numerous priv~te. pl!rlies,
More thuri 150. people were in-

continued from page 1
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nicd access to the l·nited States.
Although she says she has
"socialist sympathies." which "are
quite clear in my books," Randall
said she has never been a member of
a communist party or any political
party.

Maggio said if INS denies Randall residency, he will appeal the
decision. If the appeal fails, Randall
will be deported to Mexico.

For Further Details 2n·S656
131 Marron Hall

TONIGHT
Curio user
and

1;@
1-976-0555

Mountain Bell

Randall came to the United States
in May 1984 on a tourist visa and
applied for residency. Her current
status is that of an alien awaiting a
green card which allows her to work
in this country. She began teaching
at UNM as. an adjunct professor of
American Studies and as a Women
Studies instructor last year.

,
state Fa•

Curio user

Dorothy Stermer of the UNM Society of Women Engineers
shows the resume books which SWE offers yearly to more
than 500 engineering and computer science companies across
the country.

U.S. Hispanic PopulationSeventh Largest

Born in New York and reared in
New Mexico, Randall renounced
her U.S. citizenship after obtaining
Mexican citizenship in 1966 "for
economic reasons" and because of
"misadvice" from U.S. Embassy
officials in Mexico, shifsaid. Randall married but later divorce!! a
Randall's plltents and brother live
in Albuquerque.
Mexican citizen.

The World Gets

/1~ 1-976-0777

students signed up for the seminartype of class, which is pretty good
since it was never published in the
course listings. They heard about it
by word-of-mouth or by chance."
For a Peace Studies minor to be
.added by the University, Grover
said a faculty standing commiUee
must first approve the proposal.
He said the three forums following Thursday's will each address 11
different aspect of tlw proposed
program. The second forum, scheduled for Oct. 3, will look at similar
programs at other universities
nationwide, which will be critiqued
at the next forum Oct. 17.
The final discussion of vario11s
proposals will be on Oct. 24, Grover
jeopardizing our reputaton. Re- said "they range from having no
search is equal to teaching in terrns program at all, a minor, or even a
of a faculty member.
Peace Research Institute of some
"There are some people who will kind. We're very open to discuscome to an institution because of the sion.
reputation of its library," Sohn said.
"We don't feel as if our ideas
"They will go to an institution th&t have to be the ones to go into
has an outstanding collection in their effect," he said.
area of specific research. We are not
Grover, a nationally-recognized
going to be able to atttact people e,xpert on the phenomena known as
who have an interest in that sort of ''nuclear winter," will report on the
thing.
findings of a new English report, the
"And it doesn't matter how good SCOPE-ENVWAR.
the faculty are now,'' Sohn said.
The forum is scheduled for Thurs"That's not going to be enough to day, Sept. 19 at 3:30p.m. in Ortega
keep them here. Faculty are going to Hall's Modem Language Reading
leave as the reputation of an institu- Room.
tion drops.
"If the state isn't going to support
it, then the University is going to
drop," Sohn concluded. "Not only
in terms of ARL statistics, but in
EL PASO, Texas (UPI) -The Unterms of a Jot of other areas."
ited St:Jtes has the seventh largest
Hispanic population in the world
and Spanish .is the number one fore·
ign language in the nation, a U.S.
Census official said Tuesday.
She worked as an editor, a writer
Dr. Edward Fernan!lez, chief,
and photographer in Latin America Ethnic and Spanish Statistics, Cenfor 23years and has written about 40 sus Bureau, told Hispanic leaders in
books concerning women and Third El Paso that the United States has
World struggles. In 1969, she more native speakers of Spanish
moved from Mexico to Cuba where than man~ Central and South Amershe worked for the Cuban Book In- ican countries.
stitute. Randall went to Nicaragua in
1980 to write a book about Nicaraguan women after receiving an invitation to move there from a Catholic priest.

Randall-------

More Than 150 Typefaces Available

OPENLINE

University cirriculum t\S a course of
minor study,
Grover said there are (wo steps
involved in the process. "What we
need to do to start up the program, if
indeed the University wants to start
up S\ICh a progrum, is to organize our
information and to generate in.tercst," he said. "If we don't have a
broad base of support, there is little
chance our proposal will go through.
"So far we've had very good response from the faculty and students," Grover said. "We have 15

Libraries-----

Daily Lobo Display Advertising

Whats your line? No matter. Mountain Bell's new LJum ,,_,,
Service has some good talk waiting for you. OpenLine
is a free-wheeling conversation for up to 10 people at a
time. Call in from 5 pm-8 am weekdays, or anytime on
weekends. It costs just 20rt for the first minute, 10rt a
minute after that. (Long distance charges apply outside
of Albuquerque.)
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"Hispanics are the fastest growing minority group in the United
States," he said. "The 1980 census
was the best ever in counting Hispanics, but the 1990 census will be
even better."
Growth in the Hispanic community has come from fertility and im·
migration, said Femandez, a Spaniard educated in New York City.
According to official census figures, he said, there arc 15.9 million
Hispanics in the United States, rep-

Contest ends Soturday, Sept. 28, 1985
Drawing Held Monday, Sept. 30, 1985 at 12:00 PM

GUEST SPEAKER

UNM Area State Representative

CISCO McSORLEY

•Child Care
•Renter's Guide

•Voter Registration
•Landloro/TeMnt Hotline
•Consumer Surveys

7:00p.m., Wednesday, September 18
Rm. 253 student Union Building

-

Much of the i ncrcase in the
population, he said, can be credited
to a more accurate census coulll,
realized after extensive public rcla•
tions efforts in Hispanic communitics throughout the nation.

1st Prize ---10 Speed Bicycle
2nd Prize-American Heritage Dictionary
and St. Martins Thesaurus
3rd Prize- $15.00 Gift Certificate

.'
New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group

GENERAL
INTEREST
MEETING

Unofficially, Fernandc.z said, pri·
vate studies indicate the total Hispanic population in the United States
may be as high as J7 million.

COME TO THE
UNM BOOKSTORE
AND WIM:

1I

•Toxic Waste

resenting about 7 percent of the total
population.

Entry Forms
Available at the Display

in the Bookstore
No purchase necessary to enter and Win
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----Campus Capsules---A sex SU!'Vey by an Ohio State University professor
h11s found th11t 50 percent of college females, and about
80 percent of college males, engage in premarital sex.
Of the sexually active, over one-third claim one sexual.
partner, 20 percent claim three or more, and II percent
more than five.
The "OSU Burglar Alarm" has been providing Ohio
State University students inexpensive protection for
years. Columbus Police Lt. Charles Foley says the
"alarm"- an artfully stacked bunch of beer or pop
cans on the windowsill - works because criminals are
in too much of a hurry to bother with quietly disassembling the pile.

(9ommentaQ1

God's Plan vs. Free Will;
Tolerance Is Essential

The Journalism Career and Scholarship Guide, now
in its 44th edilion, offers students information on college journalism programs, appropriate courses of study,
and strategies for findng a job. The 1985 edition is
The cost of college wiiJ rise, on average, 7 percent in available for $2, prepaid or billed, from Dow Jones
1985-86, according to the College Board. The increase Newspaper Fund, P.O. Box 300, Princeton, N.J.
08540.
was 6 percent in 1984-85.

By Viola Cordova
Graduate Student
There is no debate at the present time that seems as emotion~Uy
charged as that over aborti?n· The ~.ar_ticipants. in,.the d~bate div1de,
generally, into two categones: The R1ght to L1fe and Freedom of
Choice.'f

Jj

._

•
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Doonesbury

A student activity fee primer: current research on
collection, control and allocation reviews both past and
present status of student activity fees. This newest edi·
tion is available to NACA school und associate members for the single copy rate of$8.95, to NACA professional members for $7.95, and to non,mcmbers for
$9.95. Orders of 10 or more arc also nvailublc at the
Why won't the alumni give? Students soliciting $7.95 rate. Order from: The National Association of
donations from Ohio State University alumni recently Campus Activities, P.O. Box 6828, Columbia, S.C.
reported the most frequently given reasons: the alumni 29260.
did not like their dean or professors; they did not receive
the grades they thought they desel'Ved; they felt the
Are you considering a career in the defense industry?
school was too conservative and "pro-Reagan;" and High Technology Professionals for Peace offers a bookthey did not like the football or basketball coaches,
let of information to consider before makiug such a
career choice, The material covers such issues as securThe decline in black enrollment, according to Secret- ity clearances, how funding changes can affect your
ary of Education William Bennett is not a result of cuts job, the lack of civilian counterpartjobs, mobility within the federal education budget. "My guess is," Ben- in the industry, etc. Booklets cost $1.50 each or are
nett told the Washington Post, ''that it has .more to do available in bulk at the rate of 10 for $9 and I00 for $60
with some sense that the payoff isn't there, that higher from HTPFP Ed. Fund., 639 Mass. Ave., Room 316,
education isn't all it's cracked up to be."
Cambridge, MA 02139. All orders should be prepaid
By using a hand-held minicomputer when issuing
parking tickets, Southern Methodist University qtt
administrative expenses by $21,000 this year. At the
end of the day, the computer tape is simply fed into the
master system, The idea won first prize in the NACUBO Cost Reduction Incentive Awards Program.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

,

The person depending on the slogan Right to L1fe argues on the
assumption that as human beings we h~ve---: by o~~ :--erx, naturecertain inalienable rights. One of these nghts IS the nght -not to
live, per se- but to be born.
The person opting for "Freedom of Choice" also uses t~e same
assumption of "inalienable rights." Thi_s person has ~he "nght" to
choose the goals and development of hiE; or her own lifestyle. _A~or
tion is one of many options that provi?es a me~ns tow~Hd ach1ev1ng
the self-determination necessary to d1rect ones own l1fe.
Each group makes an appeal to an "ultimate" authority (of sorts} as
justification for its stance.
For the Right to Life adherent, God or religion is _the ultimate
authority. God gives life, and man o: ':"oma~ has no nght to determine what will or will not be. The religiOus v1ew portrays a world of
determinism- things happen in this world and we know n<;>t whybut there are reasons and they are beyond the understandmg of an
ordinary mortal.
Those sounding the cry of "Freedom of Choice'' rally around a
different authority. God's plan formankind ~aX ?i' n:ay not exist. ~nd
in any case, this rationale cannot serve as JUStlflcatwn for an act1on.
The individual is free and ultimately responsible and answerable for
_
·
_
his or her own action.
In the case of a woman contemplating abortion,. ~er f:eedom a;n,d
responsibility are exercised in the face of her pos1t1on m ~ spec1f1c
context. She accepts responsibility for her actions and Weighs also
her responsibility toward not an unborn child but~ fulf-fl.edged human being who will be thrust unwanted, and certamly Without per·
mission, into the world. Adoption is not an_ alternat1ve for her:. a
woman who contemplates seriously the poss1ble outcome of a ch1ld
who is unwelcome and a burden would most likely not give up a child
for adoption. She does in effect care regardless of whatever else she
might be accused of.
Pregnancy .is more likely to be a process of chance. r~~her t~an
planning- whether wanted or unwanted. The responsibility wh1ch
pregnancy forces is no longer, however, a matter of-chance. A human
being will be its result.
Given the two completely different assumptions underlying t_he
arguments of the Right to Life group and th~ Freedon: of Cho1~e
advocates, they cannot cor:n~ to a comprom.'s.e. _The Rlght.to L1fe
movement is primarily a re1Jg1ous and determ1mst1c perspectiVe that
is not shared by all people. The Freedom of Choice stance, which at
first glance appears a mere product of selfishness, comes from an
equally admirable background: the concept ofthe individual as a free
being, and this is the underlying theory of de":locracy. _ _ ____ .. .
The woman who believes in Freedom of Cho1ce accepts responsibility not only for her actions but, more importantly, for the consequ·
ences of those actions in the larger overall context--:.~ and O_thers.
There can be no compromise between the two posJtJons: E1th~r I,
as an individual, am responsible for pregnancy- or I, as a pawn m a
foreordained plan, am not.
There is, however, a solution to the dilemma. I, as an advocat~ of
Freedom -of Choice, cannot promote abortion as a necessary act1on
for those who do not share my own assumptions about the world.
And, I, as a believer in Right to Life, cannot, likewise, force my own
beliefs on others.
_
_
_
.
The key to the solution is an old but strongly hel~ belie_f- Tolerance. And Isn't that, in reality, the ideal upon Which th1s country
supposedly bases its judgments?
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Those Most Affected By New System
Have Not Been Consulted On Grading
By Marty Esquivel
President, ASUNM
For four years I've read
Richard Berthold's columns with
interest. Each one has been laced
with insight, controversy, toughmindedness and, at times brace that ego, Mr. Berthold sheer stupidity.
With regards to the fractionated grading system, I respect
the intentions of a more accurate
reflection of a student's performance. Berthold's point is welltaken and makes sense. However, when it comes down to a
struggling student losing his
financial aid money over a Cminus and having to leave
school, I cannot understand his
feelings of " ... tough shit. Try
working harder."
Such rationale is unfounded.
Did he mean that, or was it some·
thing shot off the top of his head
for lack of a better argument?
But, as he says, fractionated
grading is a practice used at
other universities. Even the two
schools he attended -·stanford
and Cornell - used it. Hmmm.
What's the difference between
those schools and UNM?
But let's look at cost. Will the
change be too costly at a time

when state funding for higher
education is lean? If the cost of
the change is in the $100,000 to
$200,000 range, as estimated,
where would the money come
from?
Then a cynic, such as Mr.
Berthold, could take into consideration the margin of error that
Professor Michael Zeilik has

Aaociolld Sidtftll of tht Ullivmity of N!Jf Mnict

brought up. Berthold contends
we need a more accurate reflec·
tion of student performance.
Professor Zeilik says his grades
have errors greater than onethird of a grade. That little bit of
discrepancy does nothing for
Berthold's contention of accuracy. It only adds more to the
problem.
It's obvious that I do not support this measure. I've had more

Marvin Ratchford {left) entertains onlooker Vincent Smith as
Andrew Scheim, on saKaphone, jams along at the Thompson
Gallery in the SUB Tuesday. Ratchford played as part of the
regularly scheduled entertainment which features Andre Garcia on piano for today's classical concert at noon.

students speak out against this,
than speak for it. If a referendum
were put to the students it would
be soundly defeated. But the students won't get any input. Tough
Shit?
Many adversaries of the proposal laythe blame an on Mr.
Berthold's shoulders. But equal·
ly at fault is the Faculty Senate
which appears extremely disorganized, apathetic, or both. I
also asked Faculty Senate Presi·
dent Mike Conniff why there was
no student input on the matter.
He didn't know, but agreed that
students should have been con·
suited. So now I get the chanceto
speak to the Faculty Senate in
October- AFTER THE FACT.
It's my impression that this
fractionated grading business
will get crushed by bureaucracy
and never see the light of day.
Mr. Conniff tells me we're looking at at least two years for the
computer programs to be set
and implemented. A lot can happen in two years and, more than
likely, will.
By that time President Farer's
contract will have run out.
Maybe Rick Berthold will be our
leader. I shudder to think.

0106 FM
in conjunction with ASUNM-PEC
proudly presents
Polygram Recording Artist

Telecommunications Field
Laying Solid Foundations

I

KOOL.& THE GANG

By Robert Fine
The day has come when a professor can teach a class at the Universit~ of
New Mexico in Albuquerque and answer a question from a student m a
classroom at Los Alamos.
UNM is offering I0 graduate-level courses in engineering, which are being
transmitted from UNM's campus to classrooms at Sandia National Laboratories and the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Alex Sanchez, vice president for community and international progra!lls,
said the courses are laying a solid foundation in the field of tclecommumca·
tions, which has limitless potential.
Robert Boston, who works with Sanchez and is coordinator of instructional telecommunications, said 433 students are enrolled in the 10 courses. Sixty
percent of the students are taking the courses at the UNM campus and 40
percent are taking them at ~s Alamos and_Sandia.labs..
_
Mohsen Shahinpoor, cha1nnan of mechamcal engme.ermg, taught a robotics course at UNM via air waves to students at Sandm Labs.
Shahinpoor said stud~nts at Sandia f:.~bs w~tched tcl.cvisi~n monitors and
used microphones at the1r desks to part1c1pate m cla~s dtscuss1?ns. Heh.ad an
audio receiver in his classroom to hear students' v01ces. Shahmpoor sa1d the
project went smoothly, except "for a couple problem~ !nvolving mechanical
feedback that were worked out during the semester.
.
Sanchez said it costs about $4,000 to receive the course Visually and
additional funds are needed at each location for audio equipment. Sanchez
estimates it costs about $5,000 to transmit each course.
_
"This covers such things as a courier sc!'Vice to deliver video tapes and
handouts, cametamen, engine~rs, and .additional t;lectricitr," he said.
Both Boston and Sanchez saJd UNM JS only offenng the h1gh- tech courses
to two corporations, which are contributing to pay forth~ ~~stem. But they
said they hope the future will bring a wide range of upperdJVIS!on courses that
can be transmitted to many sites in New Mexico.
.
._ _
Sanchez said that he proposed to the 1984 NewMex1co Legislature a $9
million telecommunications system, but ~~ was rej~cted. _ . _
.
But he said he is confident that the Legislature will appropnate money tn
the future.
. _
_ •
"We already have a program.working well. and th~rc IS th~ cconom~~
advantage of teaching students 111 many locat1ons w1th one mstruclor,
Sanchez said.
(

With special guest:
Ready for the World and Lisa-Lisa with Cult Jam.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1985
7:30PM UNM Arena (The Pit)
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Prove it: The American Council on Education is
asking Education Secretary William Bennelt to prove
hiR March 1985 claim that 13,000 students from highincome families are getting finuncial aid. Bennett rcpeated the remark in August, dropping the number 10
7 ,000. ACE says there is "no significant number and
never was," The Student Aid Recipient Data Bank
reports only one Guamnteed Student Loan recipient
whose parents make more than $100,000.
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Candidates-----------------------

----MAYORAL CANIDATES

continued from page 1

Other q11cstions addressed included the quality ·Of life for youth in
the city and the possible return of
revenue to UNM created by parking
violations within the area,
The candidates proposed perfornJing arts complexes, recreation
opportunities, mixed-use of city
facilities, and less police h<~.rassmerit
of "cruisers and kids hanging out in

shopping center parking lots."
Kinney pointed out that parking
fines went not into city coffers, but
into the state court fund and was
i?acccssable without legislative ac·
twn. Baca told the audience to "go
up and fightthe Legislature" in Santa Pe for the money.
The last question to be addressed
before closing remarks asked if the
candidates would support, before
the city council, a civil rights bill for
homosexuals. Seven of the eight

said yes, with Schultz opposed. Kinney said the city already had such an
ordinance preventing discrinlination
based on sexual preference.
The Yovng Democrats of New
Mexico conducted a "very informal" exit poll ut the end of the
forum, said President Mark Duran.
Of the 53 ballots rcwncd by the
audience, Schultz, came out ahead
with 32 percent of tne total, Martinez received 28 percent. Fourteen
percent favored Baca.

Before you
a long distance
Jim Baca, Dem.

Harry Kinney, Rep.

itment,

s~reyou kfK!W

Frank Martinez, Dem.

AI Love, Dem.

DISPLAY
ADS
IN THE
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Kinney and Mueller both got 10
percent; Love, Sanders, and Santillanes each received 2 percent.
According to a poll conducted by
KOB-TV, Kinney leads the pack
with the apprOVl\l of 19.9 percent of
those polled. Schultz is in second
place with 15.9 percent.
KOB's poll has a margin of error
of 6 percent.
City voters will go to the polls
Tuesday, Oct. 8 to either pick a new
mayor or retain the incumbent.

what,you're
·
.
.
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Bill Mueller, Rep.

Gordon Sanders, Rep.

Ken Schultz, Dem.

Millie Santillanes, Rep.
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H Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
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And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long assist you with immediate credit for wrong
distance company that doesn't give you all the
numbers and collect ealling.
services you need, itB easy to harbor mutinous
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
companY; sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
thoughts.
.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
cotnp_anY; you know you're in for smooth sailing.
Reach out and touch someone:
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Pharmacy Brings Back the Soda Jerk

Ex-Philisteen Still Performing

Local Musician Pursues Elusive Big-Time Deal
Sy David

An Evening with Dinah Shore

Lapnard

can listen to an old Wurlitzer playing nostalgic oldies as you enjoy treats prepared
IBr.ock Swindle at the new Model Pha_rmacy's soda fountain.

UNM's Btoadwlly &Celebrity Series

DINAH SHORE

By Carmclla Padilla

This Saturday, September 21 • 8:15 P.M.
Tickets: $25, $20, $15 • UNM Students 1/z Price
MasterCard/Visa Accepted
$1.00 Service Cha~e JX'r Ticket on Phone Onlcno.

BOX OFFICE 277·3121
Mondw·Frida\· 10.5:30 Saturdar Noon-l:OO I'M. And One Hour lkforc Cumin

II

&Popejoy Hall- University of New Mexico
ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE PERFORMING ARTS

Newly
Renovated
TONIGHT ADMISSION IS FREE

When was the last time you met areal jerk? Well, if
you've been to the new Model Phannacy lately, you
must have noticed that the place is full of them - soda
jerks, that is.
After 36 years at the comer of Lomas and Carlisle
N.E., "the only old-fashioned drugstore and soda
fountain in Albuquerque'' has moved across the street
to a newly renovated building at the comer of Lomas,
Carlisle and Monte Vista.
Their new look is contemporary, yet nostalgic.
When Frankie Avalon's golden voice fills the air, one
can't help but reminisce about the "good old days,''
even if the "'good old days" were before you were
born. The old Wurlitzcr jukebox in the comer also
boasts such golden-oldie recording artists as the Ventures, the Shangri-Jas, Nat King Cole, and of course,
Elvis.
Now that you're in the mood for sock hops, driveins and the "peppermint twist,'' one of those jerks
comes to your table to take your order. You thought
you ordered a chocolate malt with vanilla ice cream,
and a cheny lime rickey, but he's yelling what sounds
to you like obscenities to that other jerk behind the
fountain.

"Bum a black and white, and belch a 21 to the
right," he shouts.
Sure enough, you get what you ordered, .and you
find out that what you thought were obscenities were
just the "calls" of the soda jerks. "'Calls" arc code
names for Model's menu offerings which consist primarily of fountain treats such as sodas, sundaes and
banana splits.
The lunch selection isn't as extensive as the dessert
choices are, but Model plans to expand its menu.
Within the next few weeks, they will start serving
simple breakfast fare such as Danish rolls, assorted
coffee cakes and doughnuts.
Prices are moderate, the service is friendly, and the
sundaes are scrumptious. And where else in town can
you get a "bottomless" cup of "draw" - I mean,
coffee - for 30 cents?
The pharmacy and soda fountain arc open Monday
through Thursday, 9 a.m. to I I p.m.; Friday and
Saturday, 9 to 12 a.m.; and Sunday from 12to 9 p.m.

Editor's note: this is the fourth article in our series
of restaurant reviews. Restaurams are chosen fo~ review by the subjective judgement of the arts ~dll~r.
Similarly, the opinions e:xspressed are the subjective
judgeme/11 ofthe reviewer.

.J. Clemmer

Michael Glover is a talented,
ambitious young man. A drummer
since the age of 7, Glover joined
Albuquerque's own Philistcens in
1979 at age 17. The Philisteens existed, in one form or another,
through J984 and during that time
Glover handled a lot of the band's
tour bookings, in addition . to his
duties as drummer, singer and songwriter.
The Philisteens' local popularity
is attested to by their still·e)ltant
attendance record at UNM's SUB
Ballroom, set at a Halloween concert in I 982. The group's three releases on RFA Records (an album,
an EP, and an excellent 12 inch single) and gigs with the likes of Greg
Kihn, the Call, Romeo Void and
Quiet Riot got them noticed, but the
big-time deal remained elusive.
Although some projects arc still in
the works for the Philisteens (most
notably a soundtrack for an Orion
Pictures release named "Handbook
to Higher Education"), Glover has
not Jet the group's de facto dissolu-

By David J. Clemmer
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Since its fonnation in February,
the Phantasmagoria Improvisational
Theater has been hard at work, rehearsing, performing, growing,
changing and, of course, improvising. Eighteen actors have perfonned
with the group thusfar, and Theater
Producer Jonathan Pitts says the cur·
tent line-up shows the benefits of the
months of close association:
"There's a greater degree of cohesiveness in the group, but it's looser
now too. Tighter and looser. We
have more trust and knowledge of
each other, and it shows in our perfottnances."
The Phantasmagoria's show now
contains larger amounts of on·thespot improvisation (about 60 percent
according to Pitts) than did earlier
shows. Some evening's shows are
completely improvised, and every
perfottnance is unique, producing a
new set of spontaneous characters.
The prepared scenes are scripted by
the entire troupe.
A unique aspect of the type of
theater employed by the Phantasmagorians is the amount of audience
participation it involves. In many of
the improv "games" the group engages in, tile audience members are
called upon to provide characters,
situations,. emotions and settings for
the actors to base their improvisations upon. The unpredictable re-

Chulas Fronteras and Del Mero
Corazon, two documentaries about

suits are, mote often than not, oUt·
ragcously funny.
The current Phantasmagorian
line-up consists of Pitts, Brian Neal,
Tom Parrott, Jeff Page, .lenni fer Jasper, Kate Bourne, Kevin Conkle,
Ron Foote llhd keyboardisi Robert
Copeland, After a successful .17wcck run ill EJ's Coffeehouse, the
troupe has begun a late-night stand
at the Vortex Theater, starting at
I 1:30 p.rn. every Saturday night.
Ifthings go as hor;cd (specifically, if a sponsor is found) the troupe

Michael Glover
now in California, hopefully turning
some heads and ears in Glover's
direction.
Glover minces no words when it
comes to his musical ambitions:
"The three songs on the demo arc .

Chicano culture as it is expressed
through "Nortena" music, will be
shown tonight in the SUB Theater as
part of the Wednesday Night
Documentary Film Series. Admission is free. Showtimc is 7:15p.m.

("'Sweet Borders'') and Del Mero
Corazon ("Straight from the

trVtrUatJe basts (pltlH note tbe tbi'H Lip Srrvlct'
cattaorll!!lll!lrd btlo,.-]. Lip Senl« announnmcnll
will not 1.¥ ubn ovtr tht plronr. They mu11 ~
brouaht or maUtd to the Dally Lobo office (U.NM

Noontime Conetrt•ASUNM·PEC presents bot
Chicago blues by Ma$_tct Night Boos]e; on the Mall
outsidcthc~un. Wednesd.ay, Sept. IS.
Wedntlda)' Ponablrs Group or AkoboUa

Heart"), focus not just on the music
of the Southwest, but also its natural
beauty and. the daily joys and
hardships of its people.
Both films are bilingual and subtitled.

Box 20, Alb., N.M. 1 1!17131, !05-277·5656), All ltents Anonymou1 meets every Wednesday, Jl noon, in
are ·"'" at Jhe. dllcrtllon of _the DtiUy Lobo. All room 100 Of SCholes Hall. The meedns Is open only
oraanlztllon• with onaola• Uem1 for ladullon In Lip to those whh a desire to stop drinking.
Srnl~ (l.e., 1 wctkly or monthly mrtllnl] are en- TOMORROW'S EVENTS
c:oungrd to contact tbe Lobo to ftaew their UerD1.
lnl~matloaal Aflan CommUter MttUaa at the

Lip Srnlce 1onounet:mtnts are anllable frtt of
cfllrgt to orpnlutlotts prtttntlna rattthlp 1
workshops, and •nlcu that are of lntrrat to thr
Unlnnlly tomitlunlly. PIUJt brlnJ perdatnt tnfonnatloa (date, lime and plaCe of meetlnJ or event,
phone number and name of orpnlutlon and penon
Jn charae}Co room t38, Marron lhll, UNM Campu1,
by -] [one) p,m, of_· the day prior tq IDHrtJon.
Announct"ments will be run th~ dap ~/orr thr
11 Sptrct

TODAY'S EVENTS
Lui LKture Serlts P~stnls Dr. Richard Berthold,
As!t~"'Prof. of History, speaking on ~<farewefl to
Truth," Wednesday. Sept. 18, J2noon, in SUD room
250 CE. Sponsored by Las Lomas Campus

Ministries and .Student Activities Center. Brins your
lunch.
Korfball is a f.B$t·paced action spon ror both men and
women. We meet every Wednesday night 1 7J30, in
Carllde 0)111. All UNM students and start are

welcome. No experience necessary to have run.

GRAND OPENING!

Now Serving:
GELATO
..
.
.
LASAGNA
ESPRESSO
. .
FETUCCINI a! ALFREDO
SPAGHETTI with MEAT or TOMATO SAUCE
LINGUINI with WHITE CLAM SAUCE

OPEN FROM 10:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
will participate, via satellite, in the
"lmprov Olympics," to be judged
by, among others, the venerable Ed
Asner. Those who are interested ii1
improv workshops arc encouraged
to contact Pitts at 243-8381, and
Pitts notes that a female member for
the troupe is being sought.
So, if you're wondering what to
do on a Saturday evening, wonder
no more; salvation is at hand. Check
out the Phantasmagoria Improvisa·
tional Theater at the Vortex Theater.
You'll be glad you did.

As if this weren't enough, Glover
has also landed some lucrative session work, playing drums for a new
Toyota comn1ercial. If things work
out as he bopes, Glover and Shout
wiiJ be in Washington, D.C., early
next year to perfomt and make connections at two conventions of college radio stations and booking
agencies.

"Nortena" music takes its name
from the word "Northern," meaning the Texas/Mexico border. Musicians such as Los Alcgres de Teran,
Lydia Mendoza and Flaco Jimenez
reflect and embody the spirit of the
Chicano culture in that area.
The fi)ms, C!wlas Frontel'as

THE TRUE TASTE OF ITALY

Members of the Phantasmagoria Improvisational Theater
troupe in action.

February or nl)xt year. The energy
and the interest behind my new prt>·
ject is real good. All the people who
were behind me with the Philislcens
project arc very interested."

Chicano Documentaries Shown at SUB

tVtnl and tht day oj rht tvtnf on

Phantasmagoria Theater Improvises

tion slow him down. He has recently
formed his own band, a very promising outfit kown as Michael Glover
and Shout.
In his new project, Glover has
given up the drum scat to the talented
John Benoit, and now fronts his
band on rhythm guitar, keyboards
and lead vocals. Shout also includes
Scott Mitchell on lead guitar and
vocals; Meg Stanco on percussion
and vocals; and Scott Anderson on
bass. The band has been perfonning
Glover's vibrant pop originals at
local nightclubs and concerts, and
will be playing at UNM's Subway
Station on two successive Saturdays: Sept. 20, by tJ-JCmselves, and
Sept. 27, as the wam1-up for Brian
Brain (a band featuring another
drummer/vocalist-Martin Atkins,
formerly of John Lydon's Public Image, Ltd.).
Glover and Shout have developed
a local following during their short
tenure on the Albuquerque scene,
but Glover's hopes extend far
beyond. He recorded a three-song
demo tape at Kludgit Sound in Cerrillos earlier this year and that tape is

115 HARVARD S.E.
(next to the General Store)

265-2927

OUR GRAND OPENING

SPECIAL
One
corte of
.Ice cream
FREE
ltalian
with any Pasta Meal

with coupon ~ limited tlme offer

originals and I played all the instruments and did all the vocals. I hope
to get us a contract with a major label
and have an LP out within a year.
Actually, I hope we can be on the
road with a label backing us by

Determination .arid a positive attitude arc perhaps Glover's strongest
assets in his quest for musical expression and notoriety. Glover has
decided that he intends to maintain
New Mexico as his home and base of
operations, "I live .in Albuquerque
by choice now and I'll work from
here. I don't really like L.A. I like
New Mexico; it has a positive
vibe," he said. If things go his way.
those vibes will take Michael Glover
where he really wants to go - the
charts.

~--------------~

The Opiate of
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Veiled Optimism Shadows Runners
lly Jay Raborn
For a man normHlly exLJuing
confidence, Lobo men's track
Coach Pel Hessel has suddenly
become a very silent man this
season.
Guarded optimism, not predictions of success, surround Hessel
this fn!J. as he takes to the roa.d
with an extremely inexperienced
cross country team. The years of
simply elevating quality runners
one rung higher on the compcti·
tivc ladder has come to an end, as
Hessel returns only three of his
top ~even runners from last year's
S(jtlllll.

Consequently, Hessel has
foregone his self-proclaimed
prognostications for some veiled
optimism. Adding to Hessel's silence is a relative ignorance of his
young runners' abilities,
"This is one of the few times I
really don't .know the team.
Being so inexperienced, you never know how the kids are going to
perform," Hessel ~aid.
This. year I don't know how
well the kids will run with the
exception of Bill Mangan and
Greg Keith. If you don't know
the team you have to be cau·
tious. tt
Keith. Mangan, and Tom
urc the runners the coach
expects to curry the load for the
team. Running lifth, sixth and
seventh respectively on last scu~on's team, the three will have to
fill. among others, Phil Am1ijo's
Gla~s

Del Hessel
shoes, UNM's stalwart the past
two seasons.
Although largely untested in
collegiate competition, Hessel
expects the trio to educate his
younger runners and guide them
both on and off the track this
year. Off to a quick start, Glass
finished third in the team's debut
at Northern Arizona last
weekend.
T)le junior directed the Lobos
to a second-place finish behind
Arizona while outdistancing two
All-Americans from the Wild·

cats, which finished second ut the
NCAA Championships last season. All of which accounts for a
silver lining in Hessel's other.
wise gloomy outlook this season.
''We had a real good meet last
weekend, and they're better !nan
I anticipated at this point in the
season," Hessel said. "If we jUst
progress from week to week we
should be decent and challenge
for the conference this season."
Adding to Hessel's unusual reservations this year was a disappointing 1984 season from a
team expected to accomplish big
things. His best training team and
a victor over Arizona, the Lobos
"blew it" at regionals, Hessel
said, by losing to conference
powerhouse Brigham Young.
Looking to bolster his team
during the off season, the coach
added some international flavor
to his squad, recruiting two
promising runners hailing from
Ireland. Ray Gaffney and Joe
Farrell will hopefully fill the gaps
left by graduating seniors and
close the interval between the
Lobos top three runners to spell
success. Hessel said.
"Our young kids are going to
have to pull their weight if we
want to win this season,'' Hessel
said. "If they do well and close
the gap between the other three
runners we should be fine. I'm
pleased of how we've done this
far, so hopefully we'll just improve where we can be compcti·
tive at rcgionals."
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Doctor Discusses Injuries
By David Gomez
Runners in Albuquerque have
many opportunities for competition,
whether it's against the pack or
against one's self and previous best
.times. However, it c&n be tough
training for a race with a nagging
injury like shin splints.
Dr. Dennis Jackson, a runner and
staff physician at the University of
New Mexico Student Health Center,
said a "shin splint" is a general term
that could refer to anything from
simple muscle strain to a stress fracture of the tibia,
Jackson said that for each injury
he sees, he m.akes .a specific diagno·
sis and a specific t.rcatment. In making his diagnosis, he takes into
account the runner's choice of shoe,
gait, pace, training regimen, terrain
and distance covered.
Injuries to the muscles and tendons are usually caused by a
biomechanical problem of the foot
and lower leg, he said. These injuries can usually be treated by reducing the level of activity, adding
an orthotic device such as an arch
support to the shoe, or by running on
a firm, level surface.
Jackson said he might also prescribea program of physical therapy
in these cases where the injury will
resolve itself over time.
Most recreational runners, and
some competitive road racers, will
not mind taking two to four weeks
off to recover. "But I'll put them in a
cast if I can't get them to stop," he
said.
More serious injuries like periostitis (an inflammation of the lining
covering the bone) or a stress fracture, might require X-rays or a bone
scan to determine the scope of the
problem.

Jackson said before making the
bone scan, he often tells the rl!nner
to rest and return after two weeks.
Besides giving the body time to heal
itself, the wait might save the runner
around $200 for the cost of the scan.
He makes exceptions in the case of
intercollegiate competitors who
must know the extent of their in·
juries immediately.
He said he would rather see the
injury work itself out rather than
have to inject the runner With the
radioactive material used to discover
the location and nature of the injury.
This weekend's runs are: the Fiesta Fun Run, a one-mile and a fivemile run starting at 14th Street and
Mountain Road. Entry fees are $8
with a T•shirt, $6 without, and $7
the day of the race; Saturday at 8:30
a.m.
Race for New Life, two five-andten-kilometer .runs start at the New
Life Rehabilitation Center, 4500
2nd Street N. W, Early entry fee is
$8, $11 on site. All registered runners get aT-shirt and free admission
to the New Life Barbeque later in the
day, The race begins at 9:30a.m. on
Sunday ..
Long distance events coming up
are the Duke City Marathon on Oct.
6 and the Tour of Albuquerque
Marathon on Oct. 20. The Duke
City Marathon offers cash prizes and
a choice of three distances; a fivekilometer run, a half-marathon and
the full 26.2-mile marathon, while
the TOA Marathon allows fivemember teams to compete in a relay.
Information on these and other races
arc available at Gardcnschwartz
Sports, Gil's Runner Shoe World,
and Sun Sports.

Above: University of New Mexico assistant baseball Coach Bill Miller instructs infielder Ed
Matlosz on the finer techniques of hitting from a batting tee located in the batting cage at
Lobo Field. Right: Catcher Bob Velasco waits for the ball to safely arrive in his hands after
blocking a pitch thrown by one of the coaches. The Lobo squad is practicing for its fall
schedule which begins this weekend when the team travels to Las Cruces for a pair of double
headers against·New Mexico State. The team is using its fall schedule to tune up for its
spring-time Western Athletic Conference crown chase which eluded its grasp last season.
The defending WAC Southern Division champions, the Lobos will be looking to equal their
successful42-17 season last year.

PROSPECTIVE NURSES

Golden Key
National Honor
Society

Command respect and gain valuable experience in
general or specialized nursing practice. Work towards a
master's degree under full scholarship or tuition assistance programs. Enjoy the prestige and privileges of a
naval officer. Benefits include 30 days paid vacation,
free medical and dental, travel and excellent pay.

Call1·800·354·9627 for full information.

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

DR. RICHARD BERTHOLD
Asst. Prof., History

"FAREWELL TO TRUTH"
Wednesday, Sept. 18
12 noon
UNM Sub, Room 250 C-E

/

The

The "LAST LECTURES" are a series In which prominent University faculty and staff will
be talking as If they were giving the Last Lecture of their life. Bring your lunch!
.
sponsored by
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

KING OF

NlWMlXICO
DAILY LOBO
Now Accepts
Your
VIsa or Mastercard
For Payment
Pay for your classified over the phone!

If interested in joining,
deadline Sept. 20
3.5 cum. GPA required for Juniors and Senors
Reception of New Me01bers
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 24 1985
North Ballroom New Mexico Union
University of New Mexico
For more details contact
Dean of Students oHice 277-3361

Budweiser®
BEER..~

MAKE
IT
YOUR
YEAR
TOOt

LARRY STECKLER
Budweiser UriJII/Leisure Services Player of tbe Week

Get The Facts Today!
Call 277-5656
(Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm)
ordrop.by
131 Marron Hall. UNM

Homecoming King & aueen
ApplIcation Dead I i ne
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 at 5:00pm
applicatiohS available at ASUNM (SUB) and the
ALUMNI ASSOCI AT ION (HODGIN HAlL I 277·5808. 271-5&28

The Blidwelser/Ul'IM ~lsure Services Player of the Week Is Lany
Steckler. Lany, a Political Science ~or from Phoenix. and a mem·
ber of the l'IROTC Gold softball team, Is recognized for his ('.Ontrlbu·
tlons In helping propel! that team into this week's Leisure Service
softball championships. "I would like. to thank Leisure Services and
the Ul'IM l'IROTC unit for allowing us to participate In team athletic
programs, "Lanystated. Once again, congratulations to LanySteck·
ler, this week's BudWelser/Ul'IM Leisure Services Player of the Week.
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Las Noticias
KO.RFBAtL IS FOil ~II wom~n and men who want
to lmvc fun whtn they ·~•r~lzc. Tonight at 7:30 in
Carlisle Gym.
9118
IHDJ:,ESTUI>Y EVERY Wednesday at 12:00 noon in
the SUJI 231 c. Today~ topic "Christ
Salvation - Man's Restoration". Sponsored by
Christians on Campus.
9118
'JRAII.IILAZEIIS MEt:TING WJ;ONF-SIJA\',
September 18, nt 5:30p.m., Hodgin Hall. Tills Is a
new members meetill8· Old members need not attend.
9/18
NCIIO COIII)IAU.Y INV!n;s nil pre-health
~tudcnts to attend meeting on ThUr5day, ~epl. I?, at
6:30p.m. (1Rl5 Romn!ncrols duckpond). Upcomln~
dub nctlviUel nne) events will be discussed. Free pizza
und wkc.
9/19
STUI>ENT ORGANIZ ....'fiON }'OR Latin American
Studies (SOLAS) Will meet Wed,, Sept, )8, 12:00 at
I ntln A onerica11 Institute. For more Information call
277-2961.
g11s
SI'ANISU Cl.llll MI\KfiNGWedncsday, September
18, 12:00, Ortega l!all Readlns Room. Election of
officers.
9/18
<JAY ANU LESIIIAN Student Union presents
Dmhould speaks subject gay and lesbian history.
Wc!lne.day, SeptembH 18, 7:30p.m., Room2~1C
sun.
9/18
SA'Il 1RATE YOl!!l SENs•: for soclnlconcernat the
NMPiltti CJencrallntercst Meeting at 7 p.m. tonight.
Meeting will be in Room 2S3 SUn. Ouest speaker will
be VNM oren state re]r., Cisco McSorley. Party
9/18
afterwards will be somewhere off campus.
MOUTAR IIOARI> MEETING 6 p.m., Wednesday
in Women'$ ('enter. Serious food to follow.
9118
AMERICAN INDIAN CIIAI'U:R UNM Alumni
l\cceptlon7 p.111. Hodgin Hall. September 18. 9/18
A1"f£NTION CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS, clubs
and teams. Run a member of your group for
Homecoming King or Queen. Applications nt
ASUNM (SUJI) or the Alumni AssocMion (llodgin
Hall).
9/20
I'IIESIJlt;NTIAL SCII()I;ARS: MEETING,
Wcdn«day, September 18th, 6:30 p.m. ln Honors
Center. Come plan semester's activities.
9/18
WOMF.N 1'1.!01.1(! AlJM!NISTiiATION Students
orgnnlllltlonal meeting Thmsday, Sept. 1.9, 6 p.m ..
sun 253.
9119
TillS IS Tm; "YEAII Of' THE LOBO". Make it
your yeur too by running for Homecoming King or
Queen. Applications at ASUNM. (SUB) or the
Alumni Associ all on (Hodgin Hall). 277•5808 or 217·
5~28.

912()

t'INANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCI"TION - Fall Oct Together: September
22, 2·5 p.m. TMselnterested In becoming a member,
existing members, fticulty. Food, fUn. tcfreshmcnts,
nnd "Jlang"l t:U09TamarncTrnll.
9/19
IIERPt:S RESEARCII. UNM Med School study
sc<klng voluntccrs for trial oflnvcstlgatlonal drug for
recurrent genltaiherpes. Call84l·4129.
9/2/j
ENGINEERS, COMPUTER SCIENTISTS:
Deadline !or resumes In 1985·86 Resume Book Is
Sept. 201 Submit In Deans Office, Fl!C.
9/20
TEXT: RECIIARTERING/CIIARTERING all
!ludeni organiz.atlunsl Deadline: Wednesday,
September 18, 5 p.m. at Student A~tlvitlcs Center,
Room 106. NM Union. Call 277-4706 for more In·
formation.
9/18
DAU.Y 1;080 NEWS.T!P hotllne. 277-7527. 9/30
CLUB t:VENTl MEETING? Las Notlclllii is the
plate for you. Only JO cents per word per Issue for
UNM deportment~ and organlzallons.
tfn

Personals
MEL AND ROBERT. SorrY 1 missed your caUs.
Hope you keep trYing. Love Diana.
9/18
LAMBDA Clll COACIIES- Gib, OafY, Andy.
Karl, Kevin, Dave- Zl!TAS'LL make you
PROUD!.
9/18
HEY P! Pill'S You're soln' down hard,
9/18
JOHNNY, UON'T BE a mogleian, be magic, Love
Oypsy.
9/18
UNCLE COZ, EDI>lE says thanks for the Inch ...
Saw you drive off al II :00 Monday.,,naughty,
naughtyll!ddle's Mom.
9/18
1:'1 PIU'S PIZZA and proetlze wlll be !gads of run~
See yn there! Mum's the word. Your coaches. 9/18
ROSALIND,..,, TRISJI, APRIL Thanks for being the
bcstlleta-Buddies everl Luv ya, Melinda.
9/18.
IIAPPY BIRTJIDAY CINDY HI Love Rich. 9/18
IIAPPY Jl.DAY MONDAY Gwes Do Those Ribs
Ootcha ClfngingTo The Ceiling?,
9/18
(:111·0 PLEDGES BEWARE! Formal pledging
approacheth ... Hint: Be kindtoyouncllves.
9/18
STEVE BEGGS - llOPE your leg gets better! LH.
9/18
PI Pill'S LOVE Lambda Chi's Watennelons and
9/18
their coaches!.
LISA,I,4,31 crsb.
?118
LOVE THOSE JUDGES! ·ZTA· future WATER·
MELON BUST Champsi P.S. Dad, don't forget
You'rdamily!.
9/IR
TilE GENTLEWOMEN OF Chi Om~ga salute the
Gentlemen of Lamdba Chi Alpha. This ilusc's for
You!.
9118
SllELLY1 IIELEN, REIIECCA, Karen. How about
LasCruces?.
9118

BLACK·Fl.AGS' HENRY !loll!ns spoken word,
poetfY, verbal n!snult. Wed., Sept. 18, 8:00. Llvlng
nnt<h flookstore tickets. $4/advance $5/door ~t
Living !latch I 06 Cornell Sl! and .8ow Wow Records
103 Ambers! Se.
9/18
BAI;I;OON f'II'.STA RII>ES Weekdays $50;
weekends $70. Z92·0Q54.
10/07
PARTY? t'OOU1 CONCERT? This li the place for
your clnssiOeds abottt Restaurants, Pnrlles, Food
Sales, Concem, etc. "Food/Fun" today I,
tfn

Services
'fUTORING-ENGLISll, WRITING Problems.
experiences M../1.. 299·8011,
9124
CUSTOMIZED SERVICE- OF .all kinds, C,F,
l!ldrldgc 1017/87552.
9/20
WEIGUT/EATING PROBLEMS? !Wpful, free
Information; 256·1553.
9/24
EDITING AND TUTORING In writing. ~xperlence
with academic, medical, journalistic styles, article to
book length. Steve, 265-8675;277·6357.
9124
INCEST SURVIVORS TIJEIIAPY Group, Safe,
confidential group for adult WIJmen. Individual
counseling also available. Contact Caryl Trotter,
M.A. 266-6060.
9/18
I'RIVATE GUITAR INSTRUCfiON. All styles, all
levels. Tony 12·5 p.m. 344·9040.
9/18
GERMAN AND f'llENCII tratlslations. ~
2302.
9/27
ALTEIIATIONS AND TAILORING- Call Second
Chance 266·4266. 3112 CentralSl!.
9/27
PORTRAITS: PAINTEI> OR pastel. On approval.
Jone Green 262·0320.
91.19
UORSEII .... CK RIDING LESSONS Beginners to
Advance. Jennette 822·8473.
10/04
MURRA \' PIIOTOGIIAPIUCS SPECIAl,IZING In
3~mm slides from artWork, graphiCS, and .other nat
teOective material. Call Jor Information about other
services. Prlces reasonable, 255·1384.
9/30
NEED 10(1 OVERWEIGill' people for herbal weight
loss program. 884·94S~.
tfn
TUTORING - MATIIEMATICS, STATIS1'1CS 1
5dences. E>perienced Ph.D •.Reasonable. 265·7799.
tfn
EYEGLASSES INTERNATIONAL. SKILLED In
fitting spectacles. Contact Lens. By Dr. R,E.l!nglish.
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, 5019 Menau1
NE. - across from La Belle's. 888-4778.
tfn
STUI>Y GUITAR AT Mare's Guitar Center. Five
dedicated professional instructors. All styles, all
levels. Call us M 265·331 5. 143 Harvard Sl!.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUI>lO :UI9 Lead Ave 51!,
256·1061. Ballet, aaz,. oocal Coaching.
tfn

PERSON WANTEU TO share large 2 bed 2 bath a pi
home. New and luxurious. Appro~2~0• 831·2).18.
9124
R}:UABLE ROOMMATE NEW furnished NE
house. Non•smoker. 11 utilities $280/month. Many
extras. 821·8231.
9/24
Ef'FICIENTY APT, NICE neighborhood, untve"ity
area, partially furnished. 210 per month, all utllitieli
paid. 265-1316.
9/20
ROOMM.... TE WANTED, SJIAJU; large 3 bedroom
house washer dryer, Fenced yard, Pets o~, 877·8516,
9/20
FOR RENT. CIIARMINC studio aPI with llrick
pntio. Excellent neigh~orhpod, east of Carlisle. $225
includes utilities. 266-0608; 256-134,,
9/23
WALK TO UNM: I bdrm furnished- ~210. 1 ~drm
unf~mlshed- SIOO plus utilities. No pets. Call 881·
989~, ask for Bob.
9/23
ROOMMATE TO SHARE beautiful two.bedroom
apartment in convenient. Nl!. 5215/mo Includes all
utilities. $75 dd •• Available 10/15 negotiable.
LaundrY, pool, ja~uzzi, etc, Call Vicki 884.5533 or
294-3795. Female preferred.
9/20
SISIJ.$225 ROOMS 247-8418 call days,
9/18
RENT ATTIIAcriVE ROOM In Placitas house.
Seeking mature quiet non·smoklug female/male.
Oreal views, 30 min. UNM. SIOO/m9, plus~til., $100
sec. dep. 867-4788. Keep trying.
9/18
FOR SAI,E B'\' owner lovely 3 bedroom brick home
near UNM in Netherwood Park addition. Ma 0y
extras. Will sell al$129,000, 255-9265.
9120
ROOM FOR RENT immediately. S127 a month plus
1/6. utilities. Females only, non.smoker preferred
across Girard from UNM. 268·7100.
tf~
ALL UTILITlES PAID, Studio and one-bedroom
np~r!ments. furnished or ?•furnished. Laun!ITY
facilities, barbeque areas, swtmming pools. close to
UNM. La Reine Marquer!te Apartments.266-58SS.
tfn
TilE CITADEL; SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service everY 30 minutes. I pedrpom
or efficiency, $310. to $395. All utilities paid, Del~xe
kllchen with dishwasher and disposal. recteatlon
room, swimming p~ol, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NJ!,
243·2444.
tfn
FOR RENT; EFFICIENC'\' apartment, 1410 Oirard
NEE. $250im9., for one person, 5270/mo. for 2
persons, nil utiliJies paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished, security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Ple!Ue call before 6:00 In tee
vvenlng, 266·8392.
tfn

For Sale

PIMENTEL GUll'AR [WIS Classic) - hardshell
ease- absolutely t>eautiful- I yr mellow, Must sell
nowl $525. Jeri Sue292·2021; 883·1323,
9119
CUSTOM SCIIWII'IN MOUNTAIN bike$250; 10 sp
SIOO; girl! schwlnn $50. All freshly rebuilt. Atyarl
w/7 cartridges $8S; 19" dr Sylvania $40 19'' .clr.
l!CA·XLIOO $,, 242·1709,
9/18
COMPUTER PAPER. SPECIAL mlnl·packs (500
sheets). 9" x II, I PT, Blank 20N Ll!Tl'l!R EDOE.
m~
~
S7.o,;pkg.plusttlll. Wedellver.Call268-4919. 9/18
CAN'T CO, SPRINGSTEEN tickets. Monday 23rd.
Call2n-4512. Ask for Robert. Two tlclteis left. 9/23
LETTER QUAUTY WORD processing. Fast, STEREO: PANASONIC, TURNTABLE, 4-eh
reliable, spell check. One day service- $1/page, receiver, four speakers, Excellent condition. $175.
other - 7S centS/page. Call Julie- 268·3420 266-31564.
9/20
evenings.
9/24
MOV!NG OVERSEAS, MUST sell: Fuj!IZ spdSJ60
TJIE WRITER'S CIIOICE, Quality word (new Sll50; Motobecane 10. spd stew-away S95;
processing. 26'·5203.
9120 Waterbed S90; 12 string sullar $95; 291·8564.
9/23
SHARP WORD I'ROCESSING will improve your '85 HONDA l!Oee 500 miles under warranty$1200.
paper. Call26,·2302.
9/27 Veronica day 298·6,2; eveninp 821·6314.
9/23
99 CF.NTS PAGE degreed typist. Northwest, 344- CARPET REMNATFS FOR donn rooms or ears
7175,
I0/16 New Me~lco carpets phone 345·9167.
9/20
WORD PROCESSING .DONE in my home. Call GUITAR FOR SALE, CONN acoustic w/case $125.
Carol at242·7668.
10/11 Brand new condition. Call Robert :m-2586,
9/20
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and GUITAR CLASSIC GIBSON Melody Maker
reliable. Rwonoble rat<5. Call Karen294-4624. 9124 Sunbur5t. Oood condition. Case included. S22S. 821·
I'ROFESSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and 2196.
9/20
reliable. Reasonable rat<5. Call Karen 294-4624. 9/24 GUITARtll-STRING Oulld. Brand new$1600. Will
QUICK, ACCURATE TYI'ING: research paper· sell for 5900. Negotiable. Call CPT McCormack 298s/th<5cs /dissertatlons/charu/gtaphs in my home. 5431 or291·9342.
9/2S
THE OTHER OFFICI!836-3400.
9/Jtl GOLD SIIAG CARPETING 11'~12' $25, 888.0,4.
TYI'JNG, PROOFREADING, EXCELLENT
9/18
spelling and grammar. Fast, accurate. Close to UNM. GUITAR EFFECTS: STEREO chorus, J85; Pbaset,
255·3580.
9/20 $30; Octaver, $30; two small non-working !Y!I""
TYPIST TERM PAPERS, Resumes 299-8970. 9/30 thesizers,$20 each, 265-4401,
9118
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES. 884-7238.
tfn FUTABA FP·4FN RADIO control outfit w/4 526
WORD-PROCESSING. OVER 5 years tJ~perlcnce. survos like new. Stili in box .$140, OBO. Call
9/18
Hishest quality. dissertations, theses, papers. Brut<:- 2S5·5S28: 884-5176 after .5 p.m.
Familiar with APA and UNM Grllduate School 13" PUCK IIJ.Specd. $200 like new. Picket drafting
Formats. 296'373 t.
9/30 table 42''.u6" fold away 540. Floating straight edge
LETIER QUALITY WORD proces!ing. $1.50/pg. 42" for drafting table$40. Call Mike- Phone:work
9118
242·5427.
12/16 29&0907; phone home291-9467.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST UNIVERSitY area. Siyle BICYCLES! CLEAIIANCE SALE on inertias.
choices. ReMonable. 255-4604.
12/16 Regularly 5169, Now $129 and 19.• 21, 25 Inch only.
A&L WORD PROCESSING and typing services. Mostly black, Puchs $199. R.C. Hallett 300 Yale SE.
9/20
228•1076. 406 ::;an Mateo NE.
t(n 268·5697.
PAPERWORKSZM·llt8.
tfn

CONTAcr POLJSJlJNG §OJ,UTIONS Casey
Option! Company on Lomas just west ofWashli1gton.
tfn
ACCUIIATE INJ'ORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterlllzallon, abortion. Rlsht To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn
PREGNAC'\' TESTING A coumellng. Phone 247-

Typing/Word Processing

Autos

Housing
IIOUSEMA1'E WAl'i'tEU. QUIET serlous student.
$200 plus !li utilities. :!68-9488.
9124
··URNISIIEU ROOMS FOR rent. Within walking
distance of UNM. Share large attractive house wltlt
color TV, dishwasher, wa.iher/d,.Yer, with other
students. Free utilities. 294-0684.
9/18

Food/Fun

1972 MERCUR'\' MONTEGO 5900 or best offer.
Call after 5 p.m. Mike or Ma,.yann892·5912.
9/24
CONVERTIBLE FOR ADOPTION. 67 Austin
Healey Sprite 55000 miles. Make offer. Call K•lly
9/20
243·56,7; 277-00SI.
1975 GIIAN FURY. LOADEDI Runs X. $425 or
best. 256.0580.
9/20

lnmi•s Food For Thought

Pastas & Subs

SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS - DENVI':R. Sunday.
Monday, September 22, 2J.Cheap! 242·5037. 9120
GUITAR JAZZ fRIDA\'1 Melodious Thump at
K!mo Thcalte, 8 p.m., Sept. 201 Tickets $4.50. 9/20
FOUR DRUCE: SPRINGSTEEN tickds. Center
stage. Sept. 23 in Denver. Make orrer. 2$&954$.
9/20

serving Breakfast All cay
BreakfastBurrlto $1.25 Special Hero $1.69
2206 central SE 255·3696
(Across From UNM)

Covered

.,.,-agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLD

I

HAIRPORCE

one

Style Cuts $6.95
r1n1 I,J(1er, shampoo cvt and btow dryl

1419 Central NE

247-8224

~~-!!.
H~~~ro
(It
u

Ill blk. 5. cHtMrol

:~
m.,.m
ITwo slices of pizza and

I

.
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"'tti'anna bu.!Y an ad or something?"

Lc:!2:~~~i~~~~----.! '--_o_a_i___L_o_b_o_D_is_p_l_a.:.ry_A_. _d_s_-_2_7_7-_5_6_5_6_•_.

1977 PLYMOUTII fURY ale at66()()0 l]iilcs. $1400.
24f-7102.
.
9/24
MOVING - MUST SELL -1982 Mazda GLC 4
dr, ale, best offer over $4000. 299-6161: 277·8184
Dawn.
9124
CO.NV.ERTARLE '71 VW Super Beetle, Rebuilt, new
batterY. $2650, 255-3473,
9/23
C$1! VW BAllA Overall very good condition, old
enslne bUt ru.n! okay. GQod. body, tires .. Exiernal
cooler and filter. Many extras. $850. 843·7414. 9123
75 IIONDA CVCC New ra!llals, struts, Interior.
$1300. 292·7917; 293·1467.
9/20
CI;ASSICMERCEDES 250·S 1961. 25fi.09,8, 9/20
·~z FAIRLANE RUNS good $300; '73 Bug alsp runs
good. 266.2307;294·6364; 299·5994- Pete.
9/18
!977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE Stwgn, low mileage,
A/C, power steering, power brakes, excellent con·
dition. $1500 call David at 247-9152 after6 p.m.
9/20
1971 PONTIAC VENTUIIA, $695. Call 2~2307;
Rick.
9/27
1982 CIIEVROLET. V•l8. Must sell. AUI\>., p,s.,
p.b., a.c., am/l'm cassette, t-top (silver). Excellent
tfn
condition. 884·'123.

Employment
FRONTIER II,ESTAURANT 2400 Central SE.
Daytime cashiers needed, must be able to work 6:30
a.m. to 11:~0 a.m. or 11:30 to 4 p.m. Apply In
person.
9/24
NEDS MARINA NOW hiring day· time bostmes and
bus people. Apply at 6601 Uptown Nl!.
9/23
GYMNASTICS INSTI!UCTOR WANTED.
Experience with tots and team gymnasts required.
Please call Michael at 898.7334,
9/20
WE NEEI> A few studenls to help us take telephone
sales orders for our computer software. We need help
In the mornings between 9 and 1 and afternoons
between I and'· Pay $3.50/hour. Work I day a week
or everyday. Respond by calling 265·1273 and ask for
Jim Straltman.
9/20
NEED PART.TIME help 10 a.rn.-3 p.m., 5 days a
week, M·F. Laura's Landing, 2300 Buena Vista Sl!.
842-0158.
9/20
PART·TIME IIELP. Leading to full time typist. Call
JoAnn at Classic Hotel, 881·0000,
9120
CIIALLENCING POSITIONS FOR creative phone
personalities promoting New Mexico RepertorY
Theatre's 1985-86 season. P.art-tlme, day/eve shifts
available. Guaranteed salary plus excellent com•
mission In fun work environment. Cull Ms. Munson
12·4 p,m. or7·9 p,m. 243·3626,
.9127
WANTED: PARKING LOT security and ~allet
personnel. Contact Michael Fine at Cheers 291·8282
or apply In person.
9/20
SALES REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED for new
company. ParHime, full-time. Hlsh commissions for
business accounts. Set your own hours. Call Robert
266-4299anytfme.
9/18
WANTED: PART·TIME housekeeper, 3·5 days per
week; Sandia Hclshts area. References required. 2942636.
9/18
"fOU'VE GOT .A lot of clll!sl and At McDonald's
you'll work on a schedule that's tailor made around
your classes. Regular pay increases, half·prlced
meals, free uniform. Apply at the McDonald's
Restaurant on Central across from UNM. EOE 883·
8980.
9/20

NEED MONEY? LOOK!NG for a fL:W select women
to earn 100-200 ·per week for 15·20 hours of work.
Job Is showing high fashiowqualltyjewe!ry at fashion
shows in private homes. Piclc your own hours. For
Interview appointments ca.ll Hs-6810 or 822·8477.
9/20
CRUISESIIIPS IIIRING DATA. PhOne [707) 778·
1066 for dlrec!oyy and job Information.
9/23

Work-Study
20 flOUR WORK-study position. Provide activities
for hospitalized cbildr~n In playroom setting.
Experience working with children' helpful, <;all 8432671. C~ildLife Program, UNM H!lspit;I}.
9/18

Travel
I>ESPEIIATELY SEEKING RIDE S.Fe- UNM
Tuesdays and Thursday. Reliable. agreeable will pay
gas, share driving, Call471·0349 mornings, even.lngs,
Adrienne.
9/20
PURGATORY COLLEGE TOURS. 12/6, 7, 8. llus,
lodging, lift-tickets, SlOB. 296.·1584.
9/20
MAZATU.N COI;I;I!GE TOURS, 11129·12/2, SI~O
night package. $80. Train. 27'/•23~6; 296-1584, 9/20
TAKING" TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride peeds in the DRilY Lobo.
tfn

Lost& Found
FOUND; MALE IIUSKY sheperd cross dog, Indian
School and fjarvnrd. 242·7$39.
9/23
KEYS FOUND ON 1st Ooor Mitchell Hall, Found
9112. ldentif} and claim 131 Marron Hall.
9/18
IF YOUR LOST keys aren'there, Chris opens locks
and fits keys, Chris's Indoor Store, 1.190 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at'Campus Police
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

Miscellaneous
EASY MONEY- I ~m willing to pay $100 plus
expenses to board my dog for the rest of the semester.
83.1·2598 Jon.
9120
DOG TIIAINING TilE easy gentle way. DogLady
242·6758.
9124
LOVING AND RELIABLE cbildcare- l.ots of
references - 266·3409 - Olngcr.
9/24
FOR "WJIITE~A·WAKE"I
Neo·rightwlng
IDENTITY P~b, Send SASE to: Suite #220, PO llo)l
26800, Albuquerque, NM 8712S.
9/23
ST)'LECUT 6.9!, PERM )6,95. Hair Force One,
1419 Centrai247·8:U4,
9/18
MODEMS, TERMINALS, WORD processors,
assorted computer peripherals another Byte, the used
computer store. 1529l!ubank. NE. 292-8211.
9/.20
SIO - $360 WEEKLY A UP Mailing circularsl No
bosses/quotll!l Sincerely Interested rush self-ad•
dressed envelope: Dept. AM-'7CEO, PO Box 830,
Woodstock, IL60098.
9/20
EYEGLASSES. WHOLES.UE TO the public,
Quality generic and designer eyell'ear al wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedaln
tfn
Optlelans.255·2000. liB Washington 51!.
CLASSIFIEDS GET RF.SULTSI Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
t(n

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Messieurs"
59 Habituates
1 Forbidden
63 Dextrous
5 Henry
64 Manhattan
-Lodge
dwelling
10 Punish
66 Satellite
14 Buck heroine 67 Heron
15 Having wings 68 Heroic
16 Bay
69 Dill herb
17 Jewelers
70 Instruments
19 Once more
71 Tooth: pref.
20 Foment
21 Pioneers
DOWN
23 Summers: Fr.
25 Attack
1 Attire
2 "Thanks
.26 Musician
30 Quiver
34 Uneven
3 Indonesian
isle
35 Makeover
37 Genoa ruler
4Strip
38 Flounder
5 Recreation
39 Magazine
vehicle
VIPs
6-Baba
42 Write
7 Cudgels
43 Adherents
8 Else
45 Biblical
9Willmaker
boy
10 Burned
46 Emanate
11 Solitary
48 Boston pro
12Swear
50 Disregards
13 Benches
52Amerinds
18 Immolation
54 Hogwash
22 Fasten
55"-et
24 Finch

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

__,..

26 Doc
27 Mad
28Swedish
inventor
29 Pretend
31 Subject
32 Cast out
33 Levesque
and Coty
36 Medicine
servings
40 Time of year
41 Galleries
44Learner

47 Alleged
49Givetry
51 Glitters
53 Fabric
55 Parent
56 Black
57 Plutn
58 Painful
60 Halyard
61 Grape
pigment
62 Cult
65 Joined

